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Note: Non-Committee Members and members of the public 
are welcome to attend the meeting or participate in the 
meeting virtually, in line with the Council’s Constitution. If 
you wish to participate either in person or virtually via 
Microsoft Teams please contact Democratic Services. The 
meeting can also be watched live using the following link: 
https://youtube.com/live/4N3gIxVJU9Q?feature=share  
 
Please note that other people may film, record, tweet or blog 
from this meeting.  The use of these images or recordings is 
not under the Council’s control.
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Our Vision 
 

A great place to live, learn, work and grow and a great place to do business 
 

 
Enriching Lives 

• Champion outstanding education and enable our children and young people to achieve their full 
potential, regardless of their background.  

• Support our residents to lead happy, healthy lives and provide access to good leisure facilities to 
complement an active lifestyle.  

• Engage and involve our communities through arts and culture and create a sense of identity which 
people feel part of.  

• Support growth in our local economy and help to build business. 
Safe, Strong, Communities 

• Protect and safeguard our children, young and vulnerable people. 
• Offer quality care and support, at the right time, to prevent the need for long term care.  
• Nurture communities and help them to thrive. 
• Ensure our borough and communities remain safe for all.  

A Clean and Green Borough 
• Do all we can to become carbon neutral and sustainable for the future.  
• Protect our borough, keep it clean and enhance our green areas. 
• Reduce our waste, improve biodiversity and increase recycling. 
• Connect our parks and open spaces with green cycleways.  

Right Homes, Right Places 
• Offer quality, affordable, sustainable homes fit for the future.  
• Build our fair share of housing with the right infrastructure to support and enable our borough to 

grow.  
• Protect our unique places and preserve our natural environment.  
• Help with your housing needs and support people to live independently in their own homes.  

Keeping the Borough Moving 
• Maintain and improve our roads, footpaths and cycleways.  
• Tackle traffic congestion, minimise delays and disruptions.  
• Enable safe and sustainable travel around the borough with good transport infrastructure. 
• Promote healthy alternative travel options and support our partners to offer affordable, accessible 

public transport with good network links.  
Changing the Way We Work for You 

• Be relentlessly customer focussed. 
• Work with our partners to provide efficient, effective, joined up services which are focussed around 

you.  
• Communicate better with you, owning issues, updating on progress and responding appropriately 

as well as promoting what is happening in our Borough.  
• Drive innovative digital ways of working that will connect our communities, businesses and 

customers to our services in a way that suits their needs.  
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INDIVIDUAL EXECUTIVE MEMBER DECISION 
REFERENCE IMD: 2023/13 

 
TITLE Agreement of WBC Representations to Ofgem 

Consultation 
  
DECISION TO BE MADE BY Executive Member for Climate Emergency and 

Resident Services - Sarah Kerr 
  
DATE, 
MEETING ROOM and TIME 

16 June 2023 
LGF4 at 10.30am 

  
WARD None specific 
  
DIRECTOR / KEY OFFICER Deputy Chief Executive - Graham Ebers 

 
PURPOSE OF REPORT (Inc Strategic Outcomes) 
 
To agree representations to be submitted by Wokingham Borough Council to an open 
letter consultation from Ofgem regarding future reform to the electricity connections 
process 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
That the Executive Member for Climate Emergency and Resident Services approves the 
proposed representations from Wokingham Borough Council to an Ofgem open letter 
consultation regarding future reform to the electricity connections process, as appended 
to this report. 
 
SUMMARY OF REPORT 
 
The delivery of the Barkham Solar Farm had previously been progressing on the basis 
of a formal offer received from SSEN in April 2022 to connect to the grid by 2026. In 
April 2023, Wokingham Borough Council was advised that connection could not now be 
achieved until 2037. The solar farm project has been put on hold pending the resolution 
of the connection issue. 
 
On 16th May 2023 Ofgem (the Regulator) published an open letter to stakeholders on 
future reform to the electricity connection process (see appendix A). Responses are 
requested by 16th June. The letter follows various publications by Government and the 
Market regarding aspirations to decarbonise the grid by 2035 and the reforms to the 
connection process required to facilitate those aspirations. It is anticipated that the 
various consultations and publications will culminate in the publication of a joint action 
plan between Ofgem and the Government in the Summer. 
 
Such reforms are necessary if the Barkham Solar Farm is to progress on the agreed 
programme. It is therefore recommended that Wokingham Borough Council provide a 
response to the Ofgem consultation; supporting the reforms and offering further input if 
that would assist. A recommended response letter is included at appendix B. 
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Background 
 
The delivery of the Barkham Solar Farm had previously been progressing on the basis 
of a formal offer received from SSEN in April 2022 to connect to the grid by 2026. In 
April 2023, Wokingham Borough Council was advised by SSEN that connection to the 
Grid could not now be achieved until 2037. The design and survey work for the solar 
farm project has therefore been put on hold pending the resolution of the connection 
issue. 
 
The Council has now met with SSEN and National Grid. Commitment has been 
received from those parties towards the Barkham project and work they are doing to 
explore ways to accelerate the connection date. These parties are however confined by 
their existing regulations and their licences.  
 
Notwithstanding this, the industry is aligned for and working towards significant reform 
of the UK grid connection process. 
 
In February 2023 the Government created the new Department for Energy Security and 
Net Zero. This was followed in March by the publication of the Government’s manifesto 
– ‘Powering Up Britain’. This set out a goal to quintuple our solar power by 2035 and an 
ambition to fully decarbonise the power system by 2035, subject to security of supply. 
 
In April 2023 the Energy Networks Association (ENA) published a 3-step action plan to 
speed up UK grid connection process; which was followed in May 2023 by National 
Grid’s five point plan to speed up the current connections queue. Ofgem identify that 
through the plans, it is expected that the majority of existing projects will see 
improvements in connection dates of between 2-10 years, with new offers by March 
2024. 
 
On 16th May 2023 Ofgem (the Regulator) published an open letter to stakeholders on 
future reform to the electricity connection process (see appendix A). Responses are 
requested by 16th June. The letter sets out the challenge, what is needed to tackle the 
issues and how they are intending to deliver this. Importantly they are not seeking to 
duplicate industry thinking to date, but to complement it…and will “build on the options 
developed in the ESO’s [National Grid’s] upcoming consultation, support and facilitate 
further industry action, and provide regulatory direction and support where needed”. 
 
It is advised that all of this work will culminate in the publication of a joint action plan 
between Ofgem and the Government in the Summer, which “will represent a key 
milestone in the next phase of connections reform and set the direction for future action 
to deliver the progress needed”. 

In short, the reforms identified by the industry are required if: 1) the ambition to 
decarbonise the grid by 2035 is to be realised; and 2) Barkham solar farm is to be 
delivered on the previously agreed programme. 

It is therefore recommended that Wokingham Borough Council provide a response to 
the Ofgem consultation, supporting the reforms and offering further input if that would 
assist. A recommended response letter is included at appendix B. 
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE RECOMMENDATION 
The Council faces unprecedented financial pressures as a result of; the longer term 
impact of the COVID-19 crisis, Brexit, the war in Ukraine and the general economic 
climate of rising prices and the increasing cost of debt. It is therefore imperative 
that Council resources are optimised and are focused on the vulnerable and on its 
highest priorities. 
 
 How much will it 

Cost/ (Save) 
Is there sufficient 
funding – if not 
quantify the Shortfall  

Revenue or 
Capital? 

Current Financial 
Year (Year 1) 

0 Yes R 

Next Financial Year 
(Year 2) 

0 Yes R 

Following Financial 
Year (Year 3) 

0 Yes R 

 
Other financial information relevant to the Recommendation/Decision 
The making of representations to the Ofgem consultation will not of themselves have a 
direct financial implication for the council; but the reforms, if enacted, could have a 
positive impact upon the delivery of the Barkham Solar Farm. 

 
Cross-Council Implications  
The making of representations would not of themselves directly impact other council 
services; but the reforms, if enacted, could have a positive impact upon the delivery of 
Barkham Solar Farm. 

 
Public Sector Equality Duty 
The making of representations to the Ofgem consultation will not of themselves 
negatively impact upon persons with protected characteristics. 

 
SUMMARY OF CONSULTATION RESPONSES 
Director – Resources and Assets No comment 
Monitoring Officer No comment 
Leader of the Council No comment 

 
Reasons for considering the report in Part 2 
N/A 

 
List of Background Papers 
Appendix A – Ofgem Open Letter 
Appendix B – Recommended response 

 
Contact  David Smith Service  Commercial Property 
Telephone No  Tel: 0118 974 6230 Email  david.smith2@wokingham.gov.uk 
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              Wokingham Borough Council - A Unitary Authority   Tel: (0118) 974 6000   www.wokingham.gov.uk 
Please note, this letter is an opinion of an officer of this council only which is of an advisory nature, and is given without prejudice to any formal 
decision taken in respect of development of the above site under the Town and Country Planning Act.  Should you require any further information, 
please feel free to contact me on the direct dial number listed above 

 
 
Email:  sarah.kerr@wokingham.gov.uk 
Date:  16th June 2023 
Our Reference: IEMD/SK/160623/ofgem  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear Ofgem, 
 
RESPONSE OF WOKINGHAM BOROUGH COUNCIL TO OFGEM’S OPEN LETTER OF 16TH MAY 
2023 REGARDING FUTURE REFORM TO THE ELECTRICITY CONNECTIONS PROCESS 
 
As Executive Member for Climate Emergency and Resident Services, I write from and on behalf of 
Wokingham Borough Council in response to your open letter of 16th May. 
 
In the first instance we would like to thank you for allowing the opportunity to review your proposals for 
reform and to make comment. In particular, and from experience, we share the concerns regarding the 
ability of the existing connections process to deliver upon the Government’s aspirations to decarbonise 
the grid by 2035. We strongly agree that reform is required to ‘unblock’ the delivery of shovel-ready 
schemes and commend your commitment to working with the industry to take the actions identified as 
necessary to ensure that the situation improves rapidly and significantly. 
 
In the second instance therefore we would like to offer support to the proposals and to any further 
measures that may be identified through the consultation that will actively improve the connections 
process for all stakeholders. 
 
To set context for our submissions, Wokingham Borough Council is a Unitary Authority located in the 
east of Berkshire. We declared a climate emergency in July 2019 which commits us to playing as full a 
role as possible in reducing our carbon footprint to be net carbon zero by 2030. Our Climate Emergency 
Action Plan sets out the planned steps on our journey towards achieving this goal, including increasing 
generation of renewable energy through investing in solar farms. 
 
To this effect we have committed significant resource to securing planning permission for a 29MWP 
solar farm, securing vacant possession, appointing a contractor, and had been working in good faith 
against a DNO connection offer to deliver the facility in advance of 2026. We have also initiated 
feasibility work on two more council owned sites that we believe are capable of accommodating large 
scale solar farm installations. This represents a significant commitment from the Council and these 
projects could help play a significant role in the ambitions set out in the Government’s ‘Powering Up 
Britain’ manifesto; namely to quintuple solar power and to have fully decarbonised the power system by 
2035. 
 
It was therefore with incredible frustration that in April we received a variation offer from the DNO 
specifying a new connection date of 2037; due to upgrades now required at the transmission level 
before the project could connect to the grid. 
 

Shute End
Wokingham

Berkshire RG40 1WR
Tel: (0118) 974 6000
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              Wokingham Borough Council - A Unitary Authority   Tel: (0118) 974 6000   www.wokingham.gov.uk 
Please note, this letter is an opinion of an officer of this council only which is of an advisory nature, and is given without prejudice to any formal 
decision taken in respect of development of the above site under the Town and Country Planning Act.  Should you require any further information, 
please feel free to contact me on the direct dial number listed above 

 

As you will appreciate, Wokingham Borough Council has already spent significant money on this project 
in good faith. The Council has also made certain assumptions around revenue generation, which during 
a time of austerity has helped inform key decisions around budgeting for key council services over the 
coming years. Unless reform is enacted to the current connection process to unblock the delivery of 
shovel-ready solar farms such as ours, then not only will Wokingham and central Government fail to 
deliver against their respective climate emergency action plans, but council services will also be 
negatively impacted. 
 
As a public organisation, we are accountable to our residents and auditors and are required to provide 
sound and transparent reasoning for our decision making around budget spend. Without a degree of 
confidence in the connection process, as will only come about with reforms as you outline, then 
Wokingham (and other local authorities) will not be able to make sound decisions on the funding and 
delivery of these important solar projects. In such circumstances the projects will simply fall away, as 
assets and budgets will need to be reappropriated to other uses/services which offer our residents 
better value. 
 
Your identification of the specific issues and of demonstrable steps in addressing those issues are 
therefore particularly welcomed; especially with regard to queue management, storage and 
coordination. We also note and are encouraged by your comments that through the ESO’s 5-point plan 
it is expected that the majority of existing projects will see improvements in connection dates of 
between 2-10 years. We do however read with some concern that new offers may not be received until 
March 2024. Whilst we absolutely support the reform and appreciate the need for due process, we 
would urge for swifter resolution and therefore earlier certainty around connection dates and delivery. 
We would also emphasise that there is notable difference between those projects that were given a 
long connection date from the outset, and those, like us, who had been formally offered an earlier 
connection date and had progressed accordingly, only to subsequently have that date pushed 
back. Projects like ours, that have already entered into contract on the basis of previously/formally 
agreed connection dates, carry significantly more risk and therefore should be prioritised in getting 
earlier certainty on revised (earlier) connection dates. We suspect Wokingham will not be the only 
stakeholder in this position. 
 
As a local authority we are keen to work with the industry as proactively as possible to facilitate the 
delivery of our solar farm projects. To this effect we have already established positive relationships with 
the DNO and ESO, but we are nevertheless cognisant that reforms to the connection process are 
required if we are to achieve a positive resolution. We are keen therefore to support the short and 
medium term reforms you outline. 
 
In terms of the longer term outlook, we agree with the need for easily accessible, standardised data and 
information so that generators can understand what size of generator triggers the requirement for 
reinforcement at a specific location.  We also support the concept of Regional System Planners (RSPs) 
and would like to be kept abreast of developments and consulted accordingly on the governance and 
scope. As ‘place makers’ local government is key in infrastructure planning, and we would request a 
multi-level approach whereby RSPs operate balancing top down and bottom up priorities. We would 
very much expect local government to have a voice that the RSPs can feed into the Centralised 
Strategic Network Plan (CSNP) so that the CSNP can be locally informed. 
 
Further to this, if local government is to play a meaningful role in the CSNP, then the local government 
sector will need to be equipped with the statutory powers and resource to enable this. Having read the 
letter, there appears little content regarding the crucial role local government will be required to make 
and it is hoped this will be elaborated upon in the further policy development referred to.  
 
We would also like to suggest that as part of the medium and longer term reforms being proposed and 
the development of LAEPs, there needs to be a mechanism to ensure private companies don’t simply 
come in and ‘cherry pick’ the easier generation project opportunities at the detriment of public and 
community owned schemes that then struggle to acquire the necessary funding. We would further 
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              Wokingham Borough Council - A Unitary Authority   Tel: (0118) 974 6000   www.wokingham.gov.uk 
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request that any solutions ensure that community owned generators are afforded equitable opportunity 
to connect, particularly around pricing structures that may otherwise act as a barrier to delivery. 
 
I trust the above suitably summarises Wokingham’s position. With this in mind please do not hesitate to 
contact me if you feel there is anything specifically that you think Wokingham Borough Council can 
contribute to your work and to supporting the reforms.  
 
Yours sincerely,   
 
 
Sarah Kerr 
Executive Member for Climate Change and Resident Services 
 
Wokingham Borough Council 
Email: sarah.kerr@wokingham.gov.uk 
 
Wokingham Borough - a great place to live, learn, work & grow and a great place to do business  
Website: www.wokingham.gov.uk 
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